This week in Foundation Group 2:

As we considered and evaluated the international mindedness of the school, I was most impressed with our students from the Foundation to the Pathways who came together to celebrate Deepavali. Thank you to the Pathways friends who put up a performance much to the delight of our students. They enjoyed the dance session and some friends even joined in the fun. Add on to the day’s event, we even drew Rangoli at the entrance of the school gate with coloured powder. A shame that it was cleared away by the rain shortly after our students did it. Here forth, wishing all our Hindu friends a very Happy Deepavali and a lovely weekend ahead!

Sustainability and Environment:

For Writing, we are practising forming Letter “Qq” and the relevant words that associated with “Qq”. We are seeing progression in the student’s interest at work table which motivates us to continuously enjoy working with them. For Art, collective work effort allows all their “door hanging” art pieces to be on display outside the classroom as part of the Deepavali theme. Some of the older students even assist us with the decoration which encourages responsibility towards the aesthetic of the classroom environment. For Math, we are working with shapes and patterning.

PE, Aquatics and Movement

This week drama, students had fun learning different types of animal’s motion. The learning objective for the animal’s motion is to develop overall body movements for a more confident stage presence as it shows a child how they can use their own imagination to act like the various animals. As you can see from the picture above, some of the students were enthusiastically acting out as a snake, tiger, elephant, monkey and many more animals act. They enjoyed the drama session with Ms Esther. Well done students for doing such a good act out of animal’s motion!